FAQ

(English)

My SQuape X is leaking or has got
some drops between the tank and
base.

I get dry hits

The wire is cut when assembling

No contact to the mod, „no
atomizer »
How to clean the SQuape X

The TopCap can not be closed
properly

Cotton must be placed in front of the liquid
holes and the channels. Use the supplied hex
wrench to place the cotton into the right
position. For liquids with lower VG
percentage use a little more cotton and push
it a bit more to the liquid holes and channels.
Do not press, but to make sure it sits well. It
is extremely important that no cotton is on
the deck ledge. Use a good amount of cotton
to fill the deck. For example, it helps to place
cotton in the middle of the deck to build a
bridge between the two coils. We
recommend to change the cotton
periodically. Certain cotton varieties can
collapse and then no longer store the liquid
sufficiently.
The cotton was probably pressed too firmly
to the liquid holes and the channels within
the deck. Either loosen the cotton slightly or
lay new cotton.
Soft wires, like NI200 or NiFe and thin wires
<0.3mm could be cut by excessive
tightening. Place the wire in the hole
(centrally) and tighten gently with the hex
wrench in the grub screw. Insert the hex
wrench with the long side so you apply less
force.
Unscrew the centerpin a little. If this does not
help, contact support@squape.ch .
There is a need from time to time to unscrew
the centerpin and wipe it with a cloth.
Condensed water can work its way down to
the centerpin despite the sealing protection.
We recommend to clean the SQuape X with
running water or in an ultrasonic bath. Never
clean in a dishwasher.
Remove the tank from the base, use a 4mm
hex wrench, insert from below into the
chimney and tighten it. Then the TopCap will
close all the way.

The tank can not be put on the base.
What size of coil do you
recommend?
Loose or hard to turn AFC ring
My glass is broken
How to get a SQuape X?
Where do I get more infos and
tipps?

Remove the closing ring (see picture in the
manual) with a tweezer or paper clip and set
it on your deck (see added flyer).
We recommend an inner diameter of 2.5mm
for the coils placed on the side. If you like to
place a coil in the middle you can build 3 –
4mm coils.
Replace the o-ring with an o-ring from the
replacement set. O-rings do have tolerances.
You’ve got a spare glass included to your set.
Shop list: www.squape.ch or directly at
shop.squape.ch
At www.squape.ch and Facebookgroup:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/squape.x
.dream/

